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Loves Grand Adventure
snohomish wedding photography & coordination
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WE LOVE THE PERFECTLY IMPERFECT, REAL MOMENTS
 
















The deep breath before you go down the aisle, the way your mom smiles while you dance with your dad, the deep laughs with your closest friends … all of your best people in one place for the first time, being present in this moment together. Even those incredible moments on the dance floor (including your aunts dance moves she’ll never live down).
From your Dad’s custom cufflinks to your something borrowed and something blue; the way your napkins are folded and the place settings are hand-lettered; your grandmother’s handkerchief, personal vows … and your best friends by your side.
We know that your wedding day is equally about the emotions and your carefully curated parts and pieces that show everyone who you are together as well as individually.
We absolutely love emotions and details and do our best to make sure that your special moments documented in wedding photography you’ll love for your entire life.
We also strive protect your vision and your experience on your wedding day – and not just with your wedding photography. Whatever needs to be done to make the day go smoothly, we will help troubleshoot or just step up and get it done so you don’t have to stress. Your wedding day is an important day for us, too, and we’re honored to be part of these memories for you, your friends & family.
If the little moments are what matter most you, we would love to tell your story. We are based in Snohomish, WA but travel all over the US for weddings.
 
If you want something a little different for your wedding photography or coordination, you’re in the right place. GSquared Weddings is Kate (she/her) and Josh (he/him) – a husband and wife Snohomish wedding photography and coordination team –but we also LOVE to travel all over the state and beyond. 
What makes us different? We are HERE for all of it. Laughter, tears, inside jokes, random-pajama dance parties in the ready room, private vows, mid-dance floor spins, your dad crying during your ceremony, embarrassing tidbits from your wedding party during speeches, or when no one knows how to put on a boutonniere (don’t worry, we do), those candid and authentic things are what we love most. Contrived is not our vibe. 
We have ways to help everyone smile naturally (even the toughest ones to crack),  tissues for mom’s tears, and a wedding system so smooth that your day will feel as flawless as you’re hoping it will be. We’ve built our packages with the perfect number of hours to get everything you want, and we’ve got so many things on the backend that you’ll never feel alone during this wedding experience. 
We firmly believe in guiding, educating, and providing transparency our clients throughout their entire wedding journey – and we keep everything in one place where you can refer to it whenever you want (even your galleries) with our incredible client portals. 
Will you let us be your compass?
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the special details 
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emotional moments 
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intimate memories 
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frame-worthy portraits 
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the party 
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your closest friends 
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we help guide your love story true north 
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video
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cups of coffee 
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incredible couples 
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BEautiful BOUQUETS 
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delicious desserts 
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emotional CEREMONIES 




 






























Meet our Team 



the gsquared wedding photography & coordination crew 
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Assistant
WYNTER






 





social butterfly, loves to travel and was born to live on a beach
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Lead Photographer & Coordinator
KATE






 





podcast listener, sunshine lover, and former hip-hop dancer
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Photographer & Assistant
JOSH






 





expert gardener, avid gamer, and firework aficionado
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Assistant
BRAELYN 






 





competitive gymnast, artist, and marches to the beat of her own drum
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Recently on the Blog 



Weddings, Engagements, and Resources 


 SEE MORE POSTS 
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10 Tips for Wedding Family Photos | Weducation 




 Read More  
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Vote for your Favorite Portrait (Other) 




 Read More  
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Vote for your Favorite Engagement Photo 




 Read More  













 



















loves grand adventure 




 





we’ve got you from proposal to photography to coordination.
 

































Wedding


Photography
We keep things simple with full day photography options with or without an engagement session




 



















information






















Engagement


Photography
want to commemorate this time when you're engaged (or maybe you want to propose)? Let's adventure together.
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Elopement


Services
From just photography to full elopement services, we offer just about everything you need all in one stop.
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Wedding


Coordination
We offer partial and full coordination services for any size wedding all over WA & beyond.
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Love Letters 



from happy clients 





 




















Your Dream Vendor!
Kate and Josh were truly one of the best vendors we could have ever hired for our wedding, and I am so thankful we were introduced to them! We also had them do our engagement photos, which was a great introduction prior to just meeting on the wedding day. Both the engagement and wedding photos turned out amazing! Kate and Josh shot such a variety of poses and emotions, as well as many candid photos. Looking back on the photos helped us relieve the entire day, which is so needed since the day goes by so fast! The edited photos were sent to us digitally within a very short amount of time as well.
Besides being extremely happy with our photos, Kate was also very informative in recommending other vendors and providing helpful suggestions during the wedding-planning process. Like all of the other reviews say, Kate is extremely organized and made sure everything ran smoothly at our wedding (even though she was hired for just taking photos!) She worked so hard to make sure everything was perfect!
Having a 2-person team of photographers at our wedding was extremely helpful in order to capture every meaningful moment, as well as two different perspectives of the same shot. Some of my favorite photos are the ones of us reading our vows – photos from behind the bride, showing the groom’s emotions, and vice versa. This wouldn’t have been able to be done with just one photographer!
The two of them truly went above and beyond what they were hired for, to ensure this was the most special day for us. From helping set up, to making sure the timeline was running smoothly, they had a vital role in all aspects of our wedding.
You will be so thrilled if you choose to hire GSquared!


Allie








Incredible experience. Couldn't have asked for more!
Our venue recommended Kate and Josh, and I am so thankful that I was able to meet and work with them. After our engagement shoot with Kate, I was just that much more excited for the wedding. Kate was a dream to work with. She had such an amazing attitude, was beyond helpful with things even beyond photography, and delivered the most beautiful pictures. She felt like a friend I had known for years while hyping me up and made my husband and I feel so comfortable and connected all day. All of this, and of course the pictures were gorgeous, and we received them so quickly. Getting the "sneak peek" pics the night of the wedding was such a fun moment and then we received our album before we were even home from the honeymoon. I could not recommend GSquared more.


April








Our wedding experienced some unexpected location and vendor changes at the last minute and GSquared Photography stepped in and absolutely saved the day! Kate was incredibly supportive and helpful during our initial call and provided a fantastic plan and portal to follow.
On our wedding day, Kate and Josh showed up ready to go. They provided great direction in our getting ready photos, provided a fun and entertaining experience during our couples photos before the ceremony, and captured our wedding so beautifully. After the wedding, they were able to quickly organize everyone, capture our family/friend photos. and get us back to enjoy cocktail hour. Admittedly, my husband and I had no idea what we were doing and GSquared provided such kind, but helpful cues to capture everything throughout the whole event. The best part was getting a preview of our photos on the night of our wedding! It was so fun to look through them and then share with our friends and family the next day.
I have never worked with a team that was so organized, prompt, and absolutely delightful. They went above and beyond our expectations. I had several friends and family members mention to me after the ceremony how impressed they were with Kate and Josh - I even had some friends from out of town ask if they travel (which they do!). I would recommend GSquared photography to anyone and everyone who ever needs a photographer.


Olga








Kate and Josh were amazing. Simply put, they were the main factor in our wedding day going so smoothly. I was thankful for them constantly throughout the day. Kate did numerous things I wouldn’t have ever thought to ask, and was more like a day-of coordinator/event runner. Kate held onto my lipstick and reminded me to re-apply before afternoon photos, she provided two large water bottles for my husband and I, and she had packed tide wipes to help me clean off the bottom of my dress; those are just some of the small details.
Kate and Josh were SO time conscious and efficient we got all the shots we hoped to and more, and still had time to enjoy with our family and friends during our reception. We even used them for a separate session of extended family photos and they wrangled over 60 people to take some fantastic family photos. All our family members were impressed with the family photo session after the fact. Thank you so so much Kate and Josh!


Rachel








Our wedding was absolutely perfect. With that knowledge, I can honestly say hiring Kate to not only photograph, but also assist with planning and coordination, was the single best decision we made throughout the entire planning process. She is a force of nature, and we are forever grateful to her, Josh, and the rest of the GSquared family for orchestrating our dream wedding. Kate's attention to detail is unparalleled.. and she has the ability to make even the most inexperienced model feel like a goddess. More than that, her ability to read any room, anticipate needs, and provide 'unreasonable hospitality' for her clients is what sets her apart from the rest. She advocated for me at times when needed, shielded me from problems until there was a solution, and made game time decisions to bring my vision to life. What more could any bride ask for in a planning partner? Kate was so much more than a vendor, and I can't wait to drop in for holiday mini's in the years to come. Thank you, Kate!


Courtney









 



















Pricing & Packages 



prices listed do not include tax 



more details listed on their specific pages. 
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weddings

	
$
5750
starting

	
Full day wedding photography by 2 photographers with the option to add on an engagement session. 
	
 more info  







	
elopements

	
$
3000
starting

	
Weekend & Weekday elopement photography with up to 20 total guests. 3+ hours. 
	
   more info  







	
Coordination

	
$
2000
starting

	
Partial and full coordination available for weddings of all sizes. Staffing available. 
	
 more info  
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Moments 
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Portraits 
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Ones We Love 
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Main Events 
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little details 










 


 


























2024 & 2025 calendars are open 



dates fill quickly - inquire now 





 







Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Name *First
Last



Email *
What kind of event or session?
Date?
Anything we should know, or what questions do you have?

Submit[image: Loading]
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Follow us @gsquaredwedding
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GSQUARED WEDDINGS IS AN LGBTQIA+ FRIENDLY WEDDING VENDOR SERVING SNOHOMISH, SEATTLE & BEYOND



 






 

 

 








































































































